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Clarke
Cable
YOUR CONCEPT, OUR CREATIVITY
We have been manufacturing cable solutions
for over 45 years having been the UK’s largest
supplier of kettle cable assemblies for a large
proportion of that time. Manufacturing has
developed considerably and more recently we
have evolved to become a bespoke cable solution
provider as well as a single source manufacturer
of cables and connectors.
We’ve found a huge demand for our wealth of
experience in not just manufacturing but in
design and prototyping one-off cable assemblies.
We excel at offering cables to customers
which previously didn’t exist. Customers were
increasingly less impressed with other suppliers’
cobbled together solutions made from off-theshelf cabling and instead came to Clarke Cable
to help them develop something bespoke and
better suited to the job.
Our motto “your concept, our creativity” really
does sum up what we do. We take your ideas and
needs then develop them into a tangible solution
fit for the purpose in hand.
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Audio
Clarke
Cable
We have been supplying to the audio industry
for many years and have worked with extremely
valuable silver plated cable for the very finest
hi-fidelity sounds.
More recently we have worked with companies
who are powering fixed theatre systems and
hard-working touring systems for concerts and
festivals. We are proud to have worked with
Martin Audio developing highly specialised
cabling to power their satellite speakers which
needed 8 channels of audio – requiring 16 cores.
They are recognised in the industry for providing
superb professional sound systems.
Our many years of experience in dealing with
multi-cable requirements with multi-break out
points means we are an ideal partner for this
type of manufacturing.
All products can be branded with your name
and part number to help with identification and
prevent loss of equipment on site.
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Splits 8 core into two 4 cores
PUR jacketed cables for maximum UV and water 		
protection
Can be terminated with a variety of speaker connectors
with strain relief
Each cable has its own strain relief for maximum support
Colour circuit identification
Velcro strap for ease of securing during transit
Initially designed for Martin Audio

Audio

IP67 Speaker Cable Breakout

Time Saving

Our single cable solutions dramatically simplify and decrease
set up and tear down times

Unbeatable Durability

Rugged tough construction of cables means that they can
cope with the most frequent of use for your ‘on the road’
environment

Saves Money

Branded with your name and part number to help with
identification and help prevent loss of equipment on site

Additional Options
–
–
–

Power/Cat 6/Audio composites for powered arrays
Power/Fibre composites for front of house applications
Other speaker cable multiples available in 2 or 3 way 		
splits
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Light
Clarke
Cable
We have worked with many companies to cut set
up time by over 66% utilising our lighting looms
on pre-loaded trusses enabling fast plug and
play set up. These have now been used at many
festivals and concert tours. They have a proven
track record of reliability and save considerable
time during the installation and break-down.
We have been privileged to supply fast set-up
lighting cabling for the world famous Glastonbury
Pyramid stage. Clarke Cable were also chosen
to supply cable strings to power 840 LED strobe
fixtures for use in the back wall of the stage set on
the Beyoncé Formation World Tour.
Having developed our own waterproof Socapex,
plus being able to supply all types of Neutrik and
other connectors we can offer the full panoply of
cable for lighting systems.
All products can be branded with your name
and part number to help with identification and
prevent loss of equipment on site.
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Eradicates water ingress at rear of connector
Eliminates the “water well” associated with traditional
Socapex
Individual water seal on each leg of the spider
Each cable has its own strain relief for maximum support
Increases the IP rating of complete assembly
Can be “Fan In” or “Fan Out” orientated
Initially designed for XL Video

Light

Waterproofed Socapex Spider

Quality and strength

Built to the highest standard of resilience and product
durability to cope with arduous touring environments

Maximum Flexibility

Low minimum order quantity (please enquire) and fast
turnaround times with quality assured
Quality assured - utilises UK manufactured Socapex and
Clarke Cable Spider enhancement

Additional Options
–
–
–
–

Can be terminated with IP67 plugs and couplers or 		
Neutrik Powercon
Plugs or connectors
All are fitted to appropriate torque setting
Can be used to power Video Walls along with Clarke Cable
Power Y splitter
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Video Visual

Clarke
Cable
We have been involved with many projects that
go beyond standard video supply. This highly
specialised and intricate work has required
clever design and manufacturing solutions in
order to meet the demanding specification of our
clients project brief.
We supplied the complex video cabling for
the Muse tour which featured the flying video
pyramid wall. Although highly complex cabling,
this was supplied in a simple plug and play
format to make set-up and break-down a very
simple process. The cabling easily withstood the
rigours of the tour with excellent feedback.
A similar requirement was supplied for the BMW
stand at the Frankfurt Motor show where BMW
were launching their new i3 and i5 electric cars.
The extremely dynamic presentation required
the very best video supply cabling.
All products can be branded with your name
and part number to help with identification and
prevent loss of equipment on site.
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–
–
–

2 mains power circuits terminated with choice of IEC/			
Ceeform/Neutrik power connectors
Multi-mode rugged fibre cores
Fibre terminated with Neutrik or Lemo connectors

Multiple Power/Cat 5/6/7 for LED walls
–
–
–

2.5mm sq for full 16 amp load power circuits
Rugged Cat 5/6/7 for data management
PUR over sheath for durability

Power/Co-axial/Cat 5 for projection systems
–
–
–

Power/Signal/Control in 1 cable with chosen terminations
Up to 32 amp power with choice of power connector
Rugged outer sheath for maximum protection

Video Visual

Multiple Power/Multi-mode 4 core fibre

Time Saving

Our single cable solutions will decrease set up and tear down times

Unbeatable Durability

Rugged construction of cables means that they can cope with the
most frequent of use and any demanding ‘on the road’ environment

Branding

Branded with your name and part number to help with identification

Additional Options
–
–
–

Made and terminated to order as coiled drums or flight cased
Branded with your name/part number to aid identification		
Full repair and back up service available

Originally designed for AtoV
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We have been supplying power cabling for
over 45 years and have a wealth of experience
enabling us to develop a wide range of power
distribution cabling solutions.
We utilise our own splitter technology
developments that create a much neater
package, sealed in a way that is both waterproof,
sand proof and extremely robust. We use a
polyurethane sheathed cable that is easily
washable and means movement from event to
event becomes much easier.

Power Distribution

Clarke
Cable

With pre-formed drops along the entire length
we have supplied cabling on drums up to 200m
in length to enable extremely fast installations
into tunnels, construction sites, buildings and
field hospitals.
We can supply a vast array of cable types and
specialise in rubber, artic and LS0H.
All products can be branded with your name
and part number to help with identification and
prevent loss of equipment on site.
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–
–
–
–

Triple Insulated for maximum safety
Inner nylon safety cage for strength and resilience
IP67 or IP44 protection
Variety of Ceeform plugs and connectors can be fitted
with appropriate torque settings

Quality and strength

Built to the highest standard of resilience and product
durability to cope with arduous touring environments

Maximum Flexibility

Low minimum order quantity and fast turn around times

Brand Identity

Colour co-ordination and branding options available for
circuit identification on site

Additional Options
–
–
–
–

Power Distribution

32 Amp and 16 Amp
Heavy Duty “Y” and Tri Splitters

Can be terminated with IP67 plugs and couplers or 		
Neutrik Powercon
Plugs or connectors
All are fitted to appropriate torque setting
Can be used to power Video Walls along with Clarke Cable
Waterproofed Socapex Spider
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–
–
–
–
–

Triple Insulated for maximum safety
Inner nylon cage for strength and resilience
Indoor IP44 or Outdoor IP67 protection
Dead End or Fed Through
Variety of branded plugs & couplers fitted with 		
appropriate torque settings

Quality and strength

Built to the highest standard of resilience and product
durability to cope with arduous touring environments

Maximum Flexibility

Low minimum order quantity and fast turn around times

Brand Identity

Colour co-ordination and branding options available for
circuit identification on site

Additional Options
–
–
–
–

Can be terminated with IP67 plugs and couplers or Neutrik
Powercon
Plugs or connectors
All are fitted to appropriate torque setting
Can be used to power Video Walls along with Clarke Cable
Waterproofed Socapex Spider

Power Distribution Strings

32 Amp and 16 Amp Heavy Duty Power
strings - 3 Phase and Single phase
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This is an area where Clarke Cable excel and
specialise, having developed some very clever
and unique systems to deliver both power and
data through a single cable.
This can be simply 2 circuits or as many as 8 or
more. All include fibre optics or data cable with
multiple breakouts at any variable positions
along the length. These cables are available in
long lengths.
The ability to virtually specify any combination or
mix of cabling makes this product extraordinarily
adaptable. Everything is contained within one
central sheath which is extremely robust and
easy to keep in good condition. The ideal product
for many activities including touring, concerts
and exhibitions.
All products can be branded with your name
and part number to help with identification and
prevent loss of equipment on site.

Power & Data Distribution

Clarke
Cable
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–
–
–
–
–

Triple Insulated for maximum safety
Inner nylon cage for strength and resilience
Indoor IP44 or Outdoor IP67 protection
18 cores of 2.5mm sq.(14AWG) power
1 pair DMX512 cable, extra-rugged, double-shielded, low
capacitance Proplex brand

Time Saving

66% saving in pre-rigging time

Maximum Flexibility

Lightweight & flexible construction triple insulated power
breakouts. Sits permanently in your truss in 8’ or 10’ standard
lengths

Additional Options
–
–
–
–
–

3 or 5 Pin Neutrik XLR
Choice of connectors
IP44 or IP67 protection
8’ or 10’ standard lengths
Custom lengths available

Originally designed for Neg Earth Lighting

Power & Data Distribution

Socapex & Data distribution strings
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Options
H05BQ-F 300/500 V
-

3 x 0.75mm sq
Orange, black
3 x 1.00mm sq
Orange, black, grey

H07BQ-F 450/750 V
-

3 x 1.5mm sq
Orange, black. blue, yellow

Other Sizes/Colours on request
Features
-

Insulation:
Rubber 3GI3 according to VDE 0207 part 20
Sheath:
Polyurethane 11YM1 according to VDE 0250 part 818
Harmonised, resistant against oils and acids
UV resistant, abrasion-proof, high radiation resistance
Halogen free, antimicrobial

Mains Voltage Spiral Cords

Mains Voltage Spiral Cords
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All Triple Insulated Internal Nylon Safety Cage. Fully over
moulded IP44 or IP67 protection. Made in the UK and available
10V to 450V. Supplied Free ended or terminated with
appropriate: Ceeform, Neutrik, Scolmore IEC Lok, Volex VLock
or supplier brand of your choice
Titanex 11 HO7 RNF 3 CORE 1.50 mm/2.50mm
Connectors powercon true1
Rating 20A, 250 VAC

Splitters

Splitters

Other cables available upon request

Premium quality Neutrik PowerCON TRUE1 connectors
Connectors are rated for “Mate or Break” under load.
PowerCON TRUE1 connectors provide locking mechanism to
prevent accidental disconnect. Connectors are IP65 Rated
for dust and water protection. Custom labelling and colour
coding available upon request

INPUT

Y SPLITTER

TRI SPLITTER

H07RNF 3x 1.5mm

H07RNF 2x 1.5mm

H07RNF 3x 1.5mm

H07RNF 3x 2.5mm

H07RNF 2x 2.5mm

H07RNF 3x 2.5mm

H07RNF 3x 4.0mm

H07RNF 2x 4.0mm

H07RNF 3x 4.0mm

H07RNF 5x 4.0mm

H07RNF 2x 4.0mm

H07RNF 3x 4.0mm

H07RNF 5x 2.5mm

H07RNF 2x 2.5mm

H07RNF 3x 2.5mm

H05VVF 3x 1.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 2x 1.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 3x 1.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 3x 2.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 2x 2.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 3x 2.5mm Arctic

H05VVF 3x 4.0mm Arctic

H05VVF 2x 4.0mm Arctic

H05VVF 3x 4.0mm Arctic

Audio 8 Core 2.5mm

2x Audio 4x 2.5mm

2x Power/Fibre composite

2x Power & 1x Fibre
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We understand the modern demands of stage and performance
producers and have been involved in producing some very special
solutions for this sector. We work closely with many leading
companies producing some of the biggest shows in the world.

Professional audio

Professional audio is a very significant sector for us, we have worked
closely with some of the most respected audio manufacturers and
service providers to produce cable solutions for the very best in
audio quality and reliable use. We understand the demands of
professional engineers who use this equipment.

Medical

We take great care in making products suitable for all sorts of
applications. One of the most challenging environments is hospitals
and other sterile medical environments, such as intensive care and
palliative care wards.

Water treatment

We work very closely with clients to produce custom cable
installations for water treatment chambers. With uptime being a
critical component to these pieces of machinery we have a solution
which cuts the man hours from one day to just one hour.

BMW: Frankfurt Motor Show

EIGHT SEPARATE CABLES INTO ONE PRODUCT

In March 2017 at Pro Light and Sound in Frankfurt our commercial
team met Martin Kuhn from NIYU. NIYU were designing the screens,
the layout, the video and the overall theme for the BMW stand at the
forthcoming Frankfurt Motor.
Martin asked if Clarke Cable could come up with a solution to an
innovative part of the lighting show being designed for BMW’s stand.
What BMW needed was for Clarke Cable to design and manufacture
a strong, simple, mobile, flexible and powerful cable that delivered
enough power and data capacity to enable them to operate a
breathtaking, space-age presentation for the launch of their Teslapowered iVision range, the BMW i3 and i5.
The stand was created by Creative Technology in Germany, and the
technology used was similar to that on the Muse world Tour in 2013
where a pyramid of LED screens were constantly rising & falling

A Problem Solved:

We’re no strangers to hostile conditions, and pride ourselves in our
ability to build solutions for the most demanding conditions in the
world. There are few applications where durability and reliability are
in higher demand than in military uses.

The basic product concept from Clarke Cable was to simplify and
strengthen what would otherwise have been eight separate cables
into one product. Our design incorporates 4x HO7RNF power cables
and 4x CAT-7 PVC-insulated ethernet cables (needed to cope with
sheer amount of signal) within a single, robust but flexible outer
Polyurethane sheath.

Manufacturing

The cabling system ingeniously incorporated a pulley device to
enable the upper video screens to be raised, lowered and moved
along the stand to provide an extra dimension to the BMW video.

Military

For manufacturers we offer highly efficient, reliable and durable
solutions. We can produce cables for many different manufacturing
facilities alongside our product cabling solutions. We work closely
with this sector and have been at the forefront of British cable
manufacturing for over 45 years.

Case Studies

Live events and theatre

Industry Sectors

We work in the following sectors;

Another first for Clarke Cable, solving a technically
difficult problem for a blue-chip customer.
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10km CUSTOM CABLE - 800 POWER/DATA CONNECTORS
In addition a raft of assorted Clarke power splitters, DMX extensions,
power extensions, Socapex extensions, Cat5e Ethercon, and
powerlock cables were supplied and again all cables were jacketed
in polyurethane. Every DMX and Ethernet connector, Socapex
connector and Neutrik true-1 connector were fitted with drip boots.
During each performance bio fuel is ignited as part of the sensory
sparking spectacular that is Arcadia. At the same time there is always
the risk of hydraulic oil leakage from the 3 cranes that tower above
the structure. As a result of these potential hazards, as well as the
structure being open to the elements polyurethane insulation was
chosen as it offers the best protection to all of these factors. The
other big plus is that polyurethane is “wipe clean” and can also
withstand power cleaning to remove airborne spores when the
structure arrives in different countries.
The first run out for the newly “Road Ready” Spider was at
Glastonbury 2016 and the 3 shows passed off without incident. The
whole process from initial meeting to full deployment was 5 weeks,
an unbelievable feat.

The Project:

Initially to facilitate speedy on-site deployment, Clarke Cable were
selected to design and manufacture a suite of power and control
cable systems.
At the heart of the solution a modified form of Clarke’s groundbreaking combined Socapex Power & DMX solution was employed.
This single cable system combining 6 circuits of power and
continuous DMX control was installed into the 8m legs of the
structure and a second derivative was also created to fit around the
underbelly pod. These single cable runs replaced the conventional
Socapex spiders and single DMX jumper cables. The entire system
was manufactured using Polyurethane as the main insulator over the
traditional rubber.

Case Studies

The Arcadia Spectacular

Following the success of the initial cable deployment Arcadia
again chose Clarke Cable to supply a supplementary suite of
communication cables. At the centre of this solution were composite
cables consisting of 4 off analogue star quad, 2 off ruggedized
screened ethernet and a single run of 16 amp of power. The 7
individual cables were laid up and over jacketed in a polyurethane
sheath to give maximum environmental protection. Additionally a
range of Clarke’s moulded audio splitters, XLR extensions and power
cables were supplied and in-line with all products polyurethane
was chosen as the most suitable cable insulator. For this particular
upgrade the lead-time from quotation to delivery was 3 weeks which
was achieved without a problem.
All in all a staggering total of 10km of custom cable solutions,
utilizing over 800 power & data connectors, have been created and
delivered on time.

“It’s the most durable cable solution I have ever used
which saves up to 200 man hours per install. That also
extends to lower stress levels and less contingencies
and allows us to deliver a better show”

Dorian Cameron-Marlow the Deputy Tech Manager
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2 PRACTICAL PROBLEMS, 2 CREATIVE SOLUTIONS!

Customer Benefits:

A rugged and durable solution that will stand up to the rigours of
touring. IP67 rated to give maximum resistance to the elements with
‘plug & play’ that speeds set up and tear down. The customer has a
fully bespoke branded plug & play solution that facilitates instant
use of a premier audio product.

‘Delivered exactly what we were looking for and in a
remarkably short space of time.’
Martin Audio

Challenge 2:

To design an IP67 cable solution to deliver Bi Amped audio signals
from a central powered sub bass unit to four satellite speaker units
when satellites are flown. In all 8 channels of audio are needed to
fire the Mid/High end frequencies.

Martin Audio was founded in 1971 to manufacture and supply
world class touring sound systems for the super-groups of the day,
including Pink Floyd and Supertramp, allowing them to perform to
larger audiences and be heard properly for the first time. Today,
Martin Audio enjoys an international reputation for supplying superb
professional loudspeaker systems across the spectrum of touring,
theatre and installation applications.

Challenge 1:

To design an IP67 cable solution, which delivers Bi-Amped audio
signals from a central powered sub bass unit to four satellite
speaker units, when ground tacked.
The Process: Utilising Clarke Cable’s heavy duty Y splitter, which
as standard is used for splitting power, this modular design was
upgraded to break out 8 channels of audio into 4 pairs. The outgoing
audio power was delivered by a Neutrik NL-8 connector which
then split out and fed into the satellite speakers via Neutrik NL-4
connectors which were fitted with waterproof boots.

The Process: The thinking was how to send 8 channels of audio,
requiring 16 cores, when the trim height of the satellite speakers
can vary venue to venue. Given the variability of the height
requirement an “off the shelf” product was considered and the
Socapex connector was selected as they are widely available at
events. Interfacing a standard 19 pin Socapex extension cable was
problematic as the mating Socapex Spider units are designed for 6
way outlets. The solution was to cast 2 way and 4 way Socapex Spider
seals to accommodate the Martin standard wiring configuration.

Case Studies

Martin Audio

Customer Benefits:

Water resistant for outdoor applications. Any Socapex extension lead
can be used to vary the trim height required. This makes the system
universally acceptable with whatever equipment this is being used in
conjunction with. No need to check out compatibility in advance. We
retained the Martin Audio bespoke speaker interface which meant
no additional interfaces required to be stocked. Our customer has
a flexible solution to match with other cable assemblies and their
customers can utilise their existing cable stocks to vary trim heights

‘So simple but so very clever without investment
costs.’
Martin Audio
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WATERPROOFED SOCAPEX SPIDER POWERS

Clarke in the Medical Sector

PRODUCTS FOR DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS

VER is one of the world’s largest Video Equipment Rental companies,
providing state of the art equipment to touring, TV, theatre and
corporate markets. They offer a full range of lighting, cameras, LED,
video, computers and projectors.

The Problem:

Historically, powering outdoor LED video screens is difficult, the
connectors are prone to water ingress at the point where the
multiple cables exit the connector. All types of heat shrink have been
tried but they offer no strain relief and often cause cable failure.

The Solution:

The answer was to create an exit mould featuring 6 outlets each
with its own strain relief and water seal. The product becomes
an accessory to an existing product whilst none of the original
connector components or approvals are compromised. This solution
was applied to the 19 Pin Socapex Spider connector as it facilitates
6 x 16 amp circuits in one cable.

Customer Benefits:

Ensures no early failures and makes the connector water resistant:
Support provided to each exit cable extends the life expectancy and
enables the connector to be dis-assembled if there is an internal
failure and allows repair and re-set.

Conclusion:

Customer has water ingress protection without huge investment
or MOQ issues. The component design does not compromise any
existing features or approvals of the Socapex manufacturer.

‘Fantastic, simply fantastic improvement’
VER management

At Clarke Cable we take great care in making
products suitable for all sorts of applications. One
of the most challenging environments is hospitals
and other sterile medical environments.

Case Studies

VER: One Direction Tour

We make products which can work in the most demanding areas
such as intensive care and palliative care wards.
Environments such as this needs strong, clean, and antimicrobial
cable, and we have come up with some great solutions for clients
including;

Cabling for Nurse workstation carts for use in
Intensive care wards

These carts have a particularly hard lives as they are dragged around
the wards from bed to bed. Our antimicrobial cables are easy to
clean, strong and perfect for medical applications.

High dependency beds

We produce cable assemblies for these high dependency ward beds.
The challenge was to create a solution which prevented ingress
of water and cleaning fluids into the actuator control boxes and
like our workstation cables offer bacterial resistance for the highly
sensitive care needs in critical care wards.
We can provide turnkey solutions to the medical sector for
equipment and hospital, ward and medical practice cabling
infrastructures.
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Clarke in the Military Sector

We have worked very closely with several clients
to produce a custom cable installation for water
treatment chambers.

We’re no strangers to hostile conditions, and pride
ourselves in our ability to provide solutions.

PRODUCTS WHICH MINIMISE DOWNTIME

With uptime being a critical component to these pieces of machinery
we devised a solution which cut the man hours from one day to just
one hour and the skill requirement from a fully certified electrician
to a much less skilled operator. The UV lamps were previously hard
wired into the chamber, so we produced a plug and play system
which enabled live isolation of individual lamps thus minimising
downtime and dramatically improving maintenance turnaround.

PRODUCTS FOR HOSTILE CONDITIONS

Case Studies

Clarke in the Water Sector

There are few applications where durability and reliability are in
higher demand than in military uses. We have worked on many
military projects but one we can specifically mention is the cable
assemblies for NATO Field hospitals.
We developed a system to create a plug and play, rugged,
waterproof, dust-proof power distribution string for deploying
military hospitals. The deployment of a hospital is usually very short
notice and potentially in very harsh environments so it was essential
that we made the specifications high to prevent any reliability issues.
Our client has been delighted with our products and solutions and
we welcome any requirements for high specification bespoke cable
configurations for this type of application.
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PRODUCTS WHICH HELP PRODUCTIVITY

Case Studies

Clarke in the Manufacturing Sector

Clarke
Cable

Your concept, our creativity.

This is another sector which requires highly
efficient, reliable and durable solutions.
We can produce cables for many different manufacturing facilities
alongside our product cabling solutions. We are no strangers to
this sector and have ourselves been at the forefront of British cable
manufacturing for over 45 years and have our own manufacturing
facilities in Congleton.
With modern manufacturing facilities working harder than
ever before, it’s essential to have the best solution for the job.
Developments in process improvement and lean principles mean
having the right equipment in the right place is vital for any
business and downtime is not an option, coupled with limited
maintenance opportunities during manufacturing shifts to keep
your business on track. We can provide custom cables to bring
multi-core cabling throughout the factory. Clarke Cable can help
with mains distribution, computer networking and control systems
for factory installations.

www.clarkecable.co.uk
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Clarke
Cable

Your concept, our creativity.

Clarke Cable Ltd
Eaton Bank Trading Estate
Varey Road, Congleton, Cheshire, CW12 1PJ
United Kingdom
Telephone
+44 (0)1260 272 132
Email
sales@clarkecable.co.uk

www.clarkecable.co.uk

